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Friday 24 September 09-19h:
09.00h  Exhibition and flight museum opens
09.00h  Event for youngsters
10.00h  Try a Hybrid car 
10.00h  Wind turbine race, test runs for all teams
15.00h  Official opening by Mayor Iver Enevoldsen
15.15h  Talk by Hans Laurids Pedersen, Vestas
15.45h  Veteran flight show
16.15h  Wind Turbine Race – Race and time trails 

Saturday 25 September 10-19h:
10.00h  Exhibition and flight museum opens
10.00h  Try a Hybrid car
10.00h  Wind turbine race, test runs for all teams
13.15h  Talk by Lars Skibdahl, Vestas
14.00h  Veteran flight show
14.30h  Talk by Bjarne Olesen,  
 retired Sikorsky S-61 rescue helicopter
14.30h  Wind Turbine Race – Race and time trails

Sunday 26 September 10-17h:
10.00h Exhibition and flight museum opens
10.00h Try a Hybrid car
10.00h Wind Turbine Race – Race and time trails
13.00h Veteran flight show
14.00h Wind Turbine Race – Race and time trails
16.00h  Wind Turbine Race – Price awards
16.20h  Veteran flight show

Also other activities for the whole family...
– Detailed program on: www.windturbinerace.dk
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Welcome to Wind Turbine Race 2010. 
Three days dedicated to wind and 
wind power. The main attraction is the 
world cup on driving against the wind 
using specially designed wind powered 
vehicles, all using spinning blades to 
transfer the incoming wind power. The 
vehicles are designed and engineered 
by university students from around 
Europe. The students will be training 
and testing with their vehicles every 
day of the event, making improvements 
and correction, and in the afternoon 

session they race each other. At the 
Danish Flight Museums hall no. 1, you 
find the exhibition on wind energy and 
a workshop area for the participating 
teams. Here you can get close to the 
teams and ask them about their design 
/ construction / project with their cars 
and how it all works. A number of other 
exhibitors are located hall 1 in relation 
to wind power and others types of 
renewable energy. There is free entry to 
the museum during the race event and 
have a look at the interesting collection 
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of airplanes including airplanes dating 
back to 1911, the KZ-airplanes and the 
very modern F-16 fighter jet. Besides the 
wind turbine race event there are other 
activities surrounding the flight museum. 
Talks will be given in the tent nearby. 
Friday, the opening speech is given by 
Mayor Iver Enevoldsen followed by a talk 
by Hans Laurids Pedersen from Vestas. 
Saturday, Lars Skibdahl from Vestas 
gives a talk and later retired S-61 rescue 
helicopter pilot Bjarne Olesen tells about 
the Sikorsky which can be seen at the 

museum. There are also other activities 
at the event like veteran flight, a trip 
with a hybrid car and you may buy a 
roundtrip on a small 4 person propel-
ler airplane. The café at the museum 
and a sausage wagon is open during 
the whole event where you may buy 
refreshments and nice local beer from 
Rækker Mølle brewery. Ringkøbing-
Skjern Municipal, Vestas and the Danish 
flight museum hopes that our guest will 
enjoy and be inspired by the activities. 
We welcome you at the event.



Friday - sunday 24 - 26 september

EXHIBITION AT THE MUSEUM
Vestas Wind Systems A/S
Ringkøbing Skjern Municipal
Danish Flight Museum
Risø DTU
Historical Collection on Wind Power in Denmark
West Jyllands Energy- and Environmental union
Wind cars from the eight teams:
 - Team Inventus, Stuttgart Germany
 - Team Baltic Thunder, Kiel Germany
 - Team Anemo, Delft Holland
 - Spirit of Amsterdam, Holland
 - University of Bristol, Bristol England
 - Fh Flensburg, Flensborg Germany
 - North Energy, Emden Germany
 - winDTUrbineracer, Lyngby Denmark

WindTurbineRace2010 – area for spectators towards airstrip


